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DOMESTIC INDICES

Close Points % Change

SENSEX 48564 -470 -0.96

NIFTY 14281 -152 -1.06

MIDCAP 18525 -379 -2.01

SMALL CAP 18330 -352 -1.89

SECTORAL INDICES

Close Points % Change

CD 30391 231 0.77

CG 19416 -215 -1.09

BANKEX 36028 -513 -1.40

Finance 7094 -113 -1.57

OIL & GAS 14717 -239 -1.60

IT 25924 -429 -1.63

TECK 11960 -213 -1.75

REALTY 2571 -48 -1.85

POWER 2069 -45 -2.15

AUTO 22462 -500 -2.18

Healthcare 21525 -509 -2.31

METAL 11835 -511 -4.14

BSE 200 GAINERS/LOSERS

GAINERS % LOSERS % 

UPL 7.39 PETRONET -6.42

ABB 5.03 ADANITRANS -6.30

TRENT 3.10 LTI -6.13

WHIRLPOOL 2.57 SAIL -5.98

RELIANCE 2.37 M&MFIN -5.86

ADVANCE/DECLINES

BSE %

ADVANCES 938 30

DECLINES 2090 66

UNCHANGED 144 5

INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY

Rs Cr 18/01/21 15/01/21 Jan Total

FII 651 1077 17551 (prov.)

DII -42 -188 -12364 (prov.)

Indian markets could open higher, following largely positive
Asian markets today. US markets were shut on Monday..…
Global markets wavered on Monday, with weak U.S. consumption
casting a shadow amid a report the incoming Biden
administration will return to a traditional view of the U.S. dollar.
Soaring COVID-19 cases offset investor hopes of a quick economic
recovery, even after data showing that the Chinese economy
rebounded faster-than-expected in the fourth quarter of 2020.
Trading was muted, with U.S. stock markets closed for the Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday. The Stoxx Europe 600 rose 0.2%.

Asian share markets edged ahead on Tuesday as investors bet
China’s economic strength would help underpin growth in the
region, even as pandemic lockdowns threatened to lengthen the
road to recovery in the West.

Indian equity benchmark indices witnessed profit taking for the
second consecutive day on January 18 on the back of soft global
markets. At close, the Nifty was down 152.40 points or 1.06% at
14,281.30.

The near term downtrend in the Nifty gained momentum on Jan
18 even as the stocks (more so in small and midcap categories)
seemed to have run out of steam. In the process the upgap made
on Jan 11 has been filled. For Nifty 14040-14215 band is the next
support area. On rises 14358 and then 14476 could act as
resistance.

Apollo Hospitals launches Rs 1,000cr QIP; eyes acquisitions,
debt reduction
Apollo Hospitals Enterprise launched a qualified institutional
placement (QIP) offering, to raise Rs 1,000 crore by selling shares
to institutional investors. Board has fixed a floor price of Rs
2,508.58 per share for the share sale, based on the Securities and
Exchange Board of India’s pricing formula for such transactions.
Companies are allowed to offer up to 5% discount on the floor
price to prospective investors. Apollo Hospitals will use the funds
raised to acquire 50% stake in a joint venture, seek inorganic
growth opportunities, as well as look to pare down debt from its
balance sheet.

IndiaMart Q3FY21 net profit up 29% yoy at Rs 80 cr
IndiaMart InterMesh reported 5% yoy rise in revenues at Rs
174cr. Other Income increased 48% at Rs 25cr. Operating profit
doubled yoy to Rs 88cr. Company registered 29% yoy growth in
net profit at Rs 80cr due to surge in tax expenses on yoy basis. It
has cash & investments of Rs 1143cr as on Dec-2020.
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GLOBAL INDICES

EXCHANGE RATES

Value % Change

USD/INR 73.2 0.20

EURO/USD 1.209 0.15

USD/GBP 1.360 0.13

USD/JPY 103.9 0.15

COMMODITIES

Value %

Gold ($ / Oz) 1839.6 0.53

Silver ($ / Oz) 25.3 1.56

Crude Oil Futures 52.4 -0.06

Brent Oil ($ / Barrel) 55.0 0.51

BOND YIELD

Value % Chg bps

IND10 Yr Bond Yield 5.96 -3.0

ADR

Value $ %

Dr Reddys Labs 71.1 -1.32

HDFC Bank 74.9 -1.04

ICICI Bank 15.0 -1.12

Tata Motors 17.6 3.97

Wipro 6.39 -2.14

Vedanta Ltd 9.58 -1.14

INFOSYS 18.17 -0.27

Rallis India Q3FY21 result highlights
Revenue during the quarter grew 7% yoy at Rs 570.5cr. Crop Care
segment recorded 5% yoy rise in revenues at Rs 529cr while
seeds business reported 38% growth in revenue at Rs 41cr. Seeds
division is seasonal in nature. Company reports major business in
the first half only. Company derived 45% of Crop Care revenue
from Insecticides while 28% each from Herbicides and Fungicide.

EBITDA grew 7.5% yoy at Rs 60.2cr led by strong margin
expansion in Crop Care segment. Seeds business registered
EBITDA loss of Rs 22cr as compared to Rs 11cr, a year ago.

PAT for the quarter increased 20% yoy at Rs 45.6cr on the back of
exceptional gain of Rs 6.1cr. Company launched 1 new insecticide
and 3 new crop nutrition products.
Rallis India has about 6% market share in Crop Care and ~3% in

Seeds in India. Capex implementation has been delayed by 3
months due to Monsoon and Covid. Formulation plant at Dahej
and CZ - phase I expected to be completed by Mar-2021.

Total SE set to acquire 20% stake in Adani Green Energy
Total SE said that it will buy 20% stake in Adani Green Energy as
well as a 50% stake in 2.35 gigawatts (GW) portfolio of its
operating solar assets for US$ 2.5billion. Besides, Total will also
get a seat on the board of Adani Green Energy. As of Sep-2020,
the promoter group held 74.92% stake in Adani Green.
Adani Green has over 14.6 GW of contracted renewable capacity,

with an operating capacity of 3 GW and another 3 GW under
construction and 8.6 GW under development. The company aims
to achieve 25 GW of renewable power generation by 2025.

Maruti Suzuki hikes prices of select vehicles by up to Rs 34,000
Maruti Suzuki India said it has increased the price for select
models by up to Rs 34,000 (ex-showroom-Delhi), to offset
adverse impact of rising input costs. The company is increasing
the price for select models owing to an increase in various input
costs. The new prices are effective from January 18, 2021.

Tata Motors ties up with private lenders for commercial vehicles
financing
Tata Motors said it has entered into partnerships with leading
private banks, including HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank and Yes Bank, to
fund its commercial vehicles. The tie-ups aim to enhance value
offerings for customers of both new as well as pre-owned
vehicles throughout the customer lifecycle, Tata Motors said in a
statement. The offerings arising out of these tie-ups will include
ancillary financial provisions such as fuel financing, working
capital financing, aggregate financing and service cost financing.
It will enable customers to avail attractive financial schemes from
all the partner financiers with minimal formalities, it added.

Close Points % Chg

DOW JONES 30814 -177.26 -0.57

S & P 500 3768 -27.29 -0.72

NASDAQ 12999 -114.14 -0.87

FTSE 6721 -15.06 -0.22

CAC 5617 5.58 0.10

DAX 13848 60.62 0.44

NIKKEI 28597 354.29 1.25

SHNAGAI 3588 -8.15 -0.23

HANG SENG 29334 470.98 1.63

BOVESPA 121242 892.83 0.74
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Mindtree Q3FY21 result key takeaways
Mindtree reported better than expected numbers in Q3FY21 with strong business momentum across all verticals with a
significant demand for cloud, data and analytics capabilities. Consolidated revenue grew by 5.1% QoQ and 3% YoY to Rs
2023.7 crore vs. expectation of Rs 1980 crore in INR term, driven by broad-based growth in segments and geographies.
Revenue in USD term was up by 5.0% QoQ and it was down by 2.9% YoY to US$ 274 mn vs. expectation of US$ 269.

EBIT grew by 19% QoQ and 67.9% YoY to Rs 396.2 crore vs. expectation of Rs 333 crore. EBIT margin was up by 230bps
QoQ and 760bps YoY to 19.6% in Q3FY21. Net Profit grew by 28.5% QoQ and 65.7% YoY to Rs 326.5 crore vs.
expectation of Rs 256 crore, supported by strong demand-led revenue growth.

Mindtree’s order book grew 51% YoY to US$312 mn in Q3FY21 and the company has 276 active clients as of December
31, 2020, but the same declined compared to 283 active clients in Q2FY21 and 320 clients in Q3FY20. Company added 8
new clients in Q3FY21. Company has 22,195 employees as of December 31, 2020 and TTM attrition is 12.5% vs. 13.8% in
Q2FY21.

The deal pipeline remains healthy in the fields of customer success, data, and cloud where clients are making
discretionary spends. Hiring will continue as per the demand and the Company expects to maintain 20%+ margin going
forward.

Hero Motors acquires strategic stake in Hewland Engineering for undisclosed amount
Hero Motors Company said it has acquired a strategic stake in UK-based transmission design technology firm, Hewland
Engineering for an undisclosed sum. The acquisition will enable the company to create a competitive single source entity
to design and manufacture high-quality transmission products, particularly in the emerging EV segment, to OEMs
(original equipment manufacturers) across North America, Europe and India. Besides, it will give HMC access to
Hewland's established motorsport customer base in the UK, while enabling the latter to further strengthen its product
and service portfolio.

SpiceJet has added five destinations to India from UAE's Ras Al-Khaimah airport
SpiceJet will now fly to Mumbai, Cochin, Amritsar, Lucknow, Delhi and Jaipur from Ras Al Khaimah Airport. The addition
of the new destinations comes less than two months after the low-cost carrier began operations to RAK Airport. Ras Al
Khaimah aims to attract 2.9 million visitors per year by 2025 and tourism is one of its central elements in its economic
diversification strategy.

Trident Q3FY21 result update
Trident has reported numbers above expectation in Q3FY21.
Reported Result
Revenue for the quarter stood at Rs. 1303 cr, + 20/11 % YoY/QoQ.
EBIDTA for the quarter stood at Rs. 242 cr, + 71/5 % YoY/QoQ.
PAT for the quarter stood at Rs. 112 cr, + 200/6 % YoY/QoQ.
EBITDA Margin expanded by 5.46 % YoY and contracted by 1.08 % QoQ to 18.55%
PAT Margin expanded by 5.16 % YoY and contracted by 0.40 % QoQ to 8.61%

Segment-wise
Textile segment - Revenue for the quarter stood at Rs. 1121 cr, + 32/13 % YoY/QoQ, and EBIT (excluding un-allocable
expenses) for the quarter stood at Rs. 148 cr, + 1231/22 % YoY/QoQ.
Paper & Chemical segment - Revenue for the quarter stood at Rs. 182 cr, - 22/+ 1 % YoY/QoQ and EBIT (excluding un-
allocable expenses) for the quarter stood at Rs. 39 cr, - 45/20 % YoY/QoQ.

In Q3FY21, The Company has sold its entire stake in equity shares of Lotus Hometextiles Limited (LTL) including the
Company's equity shares held by the subsidiary of Associate for Rs. 112 cr, and consequently, LTL has ceased to be an
Associate of the Company w.e.f. October 16, 2020.
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Three UK partners with TCS to accelerate 5G network rollout
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has been selected by Three UK, one of the UK's leading mobile network carriers, to help
the latter configure its mobile network for its ongoing rollout of 5G services. Three is in the process of deploying a new
5G radio access network which is already live in 175 towns and cities in the UK, across more than 1,000 sites, providing
its customers with access to next generation 5G connectivity. It selected TCS as its partner to manage the configuration
of a new core next generation mobile network, and ensure it integrates correctly with the 5G radio access network. This
work will include configuring the core network for new site deployments, site upgrades, performance management, and
3G and 4G tuning changes.

Reliance aims to embed JioMart in WhatsApp
Reliance Retail Ltd plans to embed its e-commerce app JioMart into WhatsApp within six months, allowing the 400
million users of India’s most popular messaging service order products without having to leave the app. The integration
will allow JioMart catapult its reach across India, allowing Reliance Retail to pose a serious challenge to Flipkart and
Amazon’s domination in India’s fast-growing online retail market.

L&T Infotech Q3FY21 result preview
L&T Infotech is likely to report 4.8 per cent QoQ growth and 11.7 per cent YoY growth in revenues to Rs 3,141 crore in
INR term. In US$ term, revenue could grow 5.4 per cent QoQ and 8.1 per cent YoY to US$ 426 mn in Q3FY21. Net profit
may grow 7.5 per cent QoQ and 30.4 per cent YoY to Rs 491 crore in Q3FY21. EBIT margin could be flat (QoQ) and
ramped up by 360bps YoY to 19.9 per cent. The management commentary on deals and deal pipeline, pricing outlook,
attrition rate, traction in digital technologies, and outlook on demand environment would be key monitorables.

Alembic Pharma Q3 FY21 result preview
Revenue for the quarter may increase 17% yoy to Rs 1408cr led by strong US business and domestic revenues.
Operating margin is expected to improve 180bps yoy to 28.7%. Company may report 21% yoy rise in PAT at Rs 282cr.
Key things to watch out for would be US business outlook and update on commercialisation of new facilities.

Important news/developments to influence markets

 Sentiment among Japanese manufacturers stabilised in January to the least pessimistic in more than a year from the 
impact of COVID-19, but service firms grew gloomier just as new lockdowns hit most of the population. The Reuters 
Tankan sentiment index for manufacturers rose to minus 1 from minus 9 in the previous month, while the service-
sector index fell to minus 11 from minus 4 in December.

 Japans industrial production dropped 0.5% month-on-month in November, in contrast to October's 4% increase.

 China's economy grew at the slowest pace in more than four decades despite a rebound after the country's 
coronavirus outbreak fuelled by a surprisingly resilient export sector. GDP grew 2.3% in 2020 making China the only 
major economy in the world to avoid a contraction last year as many nations struggled to contain the COVID-19 
pandemic.

 China’s industrial output rose at a faster-than-expected rate of 7.3% in December from a year ago, aided by strong 
exports,which continues post-COVID recovery.
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Daily Technical View on Nifty

Important top reversal on cards..

Observation: After showing sharp weakness on

Friday, Nifty witnessed a follow-through decline on

Monday and closed the day lower by 152 points.

Nifty opened on a negative note, slipped into

weakness in the early part of the session. The

upside recovery attempt has failed and the

weakness got intensified in the later part of the

session and Nifty closed near the low.

A long negative candle was formed on the daily

chart with minor lower shadow. Monday's

weakness has turned out to be a back to back

decline in the market for the two consecutive

sessions. This follow-through weakness pattern

has been formed for first time on Monday, nearly

after two months (as per daily chart). Hence, one

needs to be cautious about crucial trend reversal

in the market.

The immediate support of 10 day EMA has been

broken down at 14350 (after 18 sessions, post

21st Dec decline) and the next lower support of 20

day EMA is placed at 14124. Hence, a close below

this area could change the near term uptrend

status of Nifty.

The symmetrical pattern like 16-18 sessions of

time consumption before one day drop has worked

out this time by Nifty showing sharp weakness on

Friday, which was exactly 18th session post 21st

Dec decline. The follow-through weakness of

Monday indicate possible negation of this pattern

with regards to an immediate upside bounce.

Conclusion: The sharp back to back declines

(Friday and Monday) seems to have changed the

sentiment of the market. A move below 14125

could confirm the reversal pattern and that is likely

to trigger more weakness in the short term.

Any attempt of upside bounce towards 14400-

14450 could run into resistance in the short term.

Confirmation of reversal could open immediate

downside target of 13700 for the coming weeks.

.

Nifty View for 

1-2 days

Reversal 7-Day 

View

Reversal

14281 Bearish 14450 Bullish 14050

Target

14125

Target

14550

Nifty – Daily Timeframe chart

Nifty – Intraday 60 min. chart
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SHORT TERM TRADING CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL 
TARGET 

1 
TARGET 

2
UPSIDE % VALID TILL

1 9-NOV-20 BUY
AU SMALL 
FINANCE *

817.3 882.3 760.0 880.0 980.0 11 8-MAY-21

2 15-DEC-20 BUY JB CHEMICALS 1072.9 1018.0 960.0 1205.0 1300.0 28 15-MAR-21

3 16-DEC-20 BUY
ZEE 

ENTERTAINMENT 
230.4 217.3 200.0 264.0 296.0 36 14-JUN-21

4 5-JAN-21 BUY GREAVES COTTON 95.0 89.1 85.0 105.0 120.0 35 4-JUL-21

5 7-JAN-21 BUY POWER GRID 198.5 195.0 186.0 212.0 223.0 14 7-APR-21

6 7-JAN-21 BUY NESCO* 563.0 581.0 516.0 610.0 675.0 16 7-APR-21

7 11-JAN-21 BUY KAVERI SEEDS 545.8 539.0 503.0 591.0 650.0 21 11-APR-21

8 12-JAN-21 BUY CONTAINER CORP 441.4 423.1 400.0 484.0 560.0 32 11-JUL-21

OPEN CASH POSITIONAL CALLS

*= 1st Target Achieved

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 
UPSIDE 

% 
VALID TILL

1 18-JAN-21 BUY NIFTY JAN FUT 14315-14270 14251.7 14250.0 14404 1 21-JAN-21

2 18-JAN-21 SELL BANK NIFTY JAN FUT 31755-31955 31701.2 32020.0 31350 1 27-JAN-21

3 15-JAN-21 BUY
FEDERAL BANK 72 JAN 

PUT OPTION
2.85 3.5 2.0 4.5 29 22-JAN-21

4 18-JAN-21 SELL WIPRO JAN FUT 431-436 429.0 443.5 418.5 2 21-JAN-21
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OPEN DERI POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 13-JAN-21 BUY ITC FEB FUT* 211.7 219.2 204.0 220.0 228.0 4
TILL 25TH 

FEB 21

2 18-JAN-21 SELL
BAJAJ FINSERV JAN 

FUT
8400.0 8350.0 9140.0 7550.0 - 10

TILL 28TH 
JAN 21

3 18-JAN-21 SELL
INDIGO AIRLINES 

JAN FUT
1581.8 1594.0 1685.0 1486.0 1419.0 11

TILL 28TH 
JAN 21

4 18-JAN-21 SELL NTPC JAN FUT 97.9 97.4 103.5 91.3 87.9 10
TILL 28TH 

JAN 21

5 18-JAN-21 SELL PFC FEB FUT 118.1 116.7 122.0 114.0 110.0 6
TILL 25TH 

FEB 21

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 14-NOV-20 BUY
MAS FINANCIAL 

SERVICE*
930.0 864.3 820.0 1040.0 1150.0 33 14-MAY-21

2 23-NOV-20 BUY BATA INDIA* 1464.0 1575.0 1330.0 1630.0 1850.0 17 23-MAY-21

3 5-JAN-21 BUY ATUL LTD 6454.0 6573.0 6000.0 6920.0 7254.0 10 5-APR-21

4 5-JAN-21 BUY FINOLEX CABLE* 358.8 369.3 320.0 402.0 450.0 22 5-APR-21

5 5-JAN-21 BUY GLENMARK 517.3 493.0 472.0 570.0 - 16 5-APR-21

6 8-JAN-21 BUY PNC INFRA 188.5 188.0 168.0 212.0 250.0 33 8-APR-21

7 14-JAN-21 BUY PEL 1611.7 1573.9 1475.0 1785.0 - 13 14-APR-21

OPEN E-MARGIN POSITIONAL CALLS

*= 1st Target Achieved

OPEN POSITIONAL PAIR CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 UPSIDE % VALID TILL

1 6-JAN-21

BUY MARICO JAN FUT 414.4 411.6 390 446 8
TILL 28TH 

JAN 21
SELL ASIAN PAINT JAN FUT 2755.55 2592.0 2875 2535 2
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DATA & EVENTS

QUARTERLY RESULTS ANNOUNCED

COMPANY Q3FY21 YoY (%) QoQ (%) Remarks

Sales 
(Rs Cr)

NP 
(Rs Cr)

Sales NP Sales NP

Trident 1303 112 20 200 11 6
Above 

Expectation

Mindtree 2023.7 326.5 3.0 65.7 5.1 28.5
Above 

Expectation

PL: Profit to Loss, LP: Loss to Profit, LL: Loss to Loss
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Disclaimer:
This report has been prepared by HDFC Securities Ltd and is meant for sole use by the recipient and not for circulation. The
information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at, based upon information obtained in good faith from
sources believed to be reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty,
express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All such information and opinions are subject to change
without notice. This document is for information purposes only. Descriptions of any company or companies or their securities
mentioned herein are not intended to be complete and this document is not, and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of
an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments.
This report is not directed to, or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person
or entity who is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
reproduction, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or what would subject HSL or its affiliates to any registration or
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
If this report is inadvertently send or has reached any individual in such country, especially, USA, the same may be ignored and
brought to the attention of the sender. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published for any purposes without
prior written approval of HSL.
Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which could have an
adverse effect on their value or price, or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of
which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk.
It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security. HSL may from time to time solicit from,
or perform broking, or other services for, any company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments.
HSL and its affiliated company(ies), their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have a long or short position in, and buy
or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and
earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or
act as an advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any
recommendation and other related information and opinions.
HSL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained
due to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, fluctuation in the prices of
shares and bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc.
HSL and other group companies, its directors, associates, employees may have various positions in any of the stocks, securities and
financial instruments dealt in the report, or may make sell or purchase or other deals in these securities from time to time or may deal
in other securities of the companies / organizations described in this report.

HSL or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
HSL or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period preceding
twelve months from t date of this report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance,
investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction in the
normal course of business.
HSL or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in
connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither HSL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of this report. Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant
banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions. HSL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and
reach different conclusion from the information presented in this report.
Research entity has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an
officer, director or employee of the subject company. We have not received any compensation/benefits from the subject company or
third party in connection with the Research Report.
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